
  
GITMAXMAK’AY  

                                                 “Nisga’a People of the Rainbow” 
 

 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 
14/12/2020 via Zoom video conferencing at 9:00am 

 
In attendance:  ☒Ron Nyce, Director  ☒Juanita Parnell, NLG Rep 
   ☒Peter Nelson, Director  ☒Cliff Morgan, NLG Rep 

☒Audrey Barton, Director  ☒Blair Mirau, CEO 
 
Meeting called to order by Cliff Morgan at 9:18am 
Opening prayer by Audrey Barton 
 
Item (1): Adopt agenda 
Motion # 
20-12-01 

Motion for the Gitmaxmak’ay Board of Directors to adopt the 
agenda for the 17/09/2020 meeting 

 
CARRIED 

Moved by: Ron Nyce Seconded: Audrey Barton 
Voting: ☒Peter Nelson   ☒Juanita Parnell   ☒Cliff Morgan   ☒Ron Nyce   ☒Audrey Barton 

 
Item (2): Director statements 
 
Item (3): Adopt prior meeting minutes 
Motion # 
20-12-02 

Motion for the Gitmaxmak’ay Board of Directors to adopt the 
minutes for the 19/11/2020 meeting 

 
CARRIED 

Moved by: Ron Nyce Seconded: Peter Nelson 
Voting: ☒Peter Nelson   ☒Juanita Parnell   ☒Cliff Morgan   ☒Ron Nyce   ☒Audrey Barton 

 
Item (4): Orientation – Reading Society Financial Statements 
 
Item (5): Accept financial statements 
Motion # 
20-12-03 

Motion for the Gitmaxmak’ay Board of Directors to accept the 
November 2020 financial statements 

 
CARRIED 

Moved by: Juanita Parnell Seconded: Peter Nelson 
Voting: ☒Peter Nelson   ☒Juanita Parnell   ☒Cliff Morgan   ☒Ron Nyce   ☒Audrey Barton 

 
Item (6): November 2020 CEO Report 
Action Items: 
-send out invitation for board strategic planning in January w/workplan orientation 
 
Item (7): November 2020 GNEDC Report 
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Item (8): Adopt audited financial statements 
Motion # 
20-12-04 

Motion for the Gitmaxmak’ay Board of Directors to adopt the 
2019-2020 audited financial statements as presented by Carlyle 
Shepherd & Co. 

 
CARRIED 

Moved by: Juanita Parnell Seconded: Audrey Barton 
Voting: ☒Peter Nelson   ☒Juanita Parnell   ☒Cliff Morgan   ☒Ron Nyce   ☒Audrey Barton 

 
Item (9): Resolution for Letter of Support 
Motion # 
20-12-05 

Motion for the Gitmaxmak’ay Board of Directors to approve 
the Chairperson to sign a letter of support for the Investing in 
Canada Infrastructure Program – BC – COVID19 Resilience 
Infrastructure grant application for the Gitmaxmak’ay COVID19 
Safety & Virtual Adaptation Supports project in the amount of 
$277,416 AND 

THAT the Society commits to cover any ineligible costs and 
cost overruns beyond budgeted contingencies AND  

THAT the Society commits to funding the operations and 
maintenance as well as plan for replacement AND  

THAT Clifford Morgan sign a letter of support as Chairperson 
on behalf of the organization. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CARRIED 

Moved by: Juanita Parnell Seconded: Ron Nyce 
Voting: ☒Peter Nelson   ☒Juanita Parnell   ☒Cliff Morgan   ☒Ron Nyce   ☒Audrey Barton 

 
Item (10): NLG Rep Reports 
 
Item (11): Move in-camera 
Motion # 
20-12-04 

Motion for the Gitmaxmak’ay Board of Directors to move in-
camera 

 
CARRIED 

Moved by: Peter Nelson Seconded: Juanita Parnell 
Voting: ☒Peter Nelson   ☒Juanita Parnell   ☒Cliff Morgan   ☒Ron Nyce   ☒Audrey Barton 

 
Meeting closed by Cliff Morgan at 2:15pm 
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	BACKGROUND
	The Pacific Inn is located across the street from the Nisga’a Hall in downtown Prince Rupert. The 77-unit 3-star hotel has been owned and operated by the current owners (Jack Payne and Steve Smith) for approximately 30 years.
	On August 25th, 2020 the Owners of the Pacific Inn met with the CEO for an in-person meeting to discuss their plans for retiring and exiting their ownership of the Pacific Inn in downtown Prince Rupert. After a subsequent meeting on September 11th, th...
	The Sellers have been incredibly open and forthcoming with their data: financial statements, building plans, insurance policies, and more have been included in their disclosures.
	ANALYSIS
	There are numerous synergies for the Gitmaxmak’ay in taking over the Pacific Inn:
	 Physical proximity to Nisga’a Hall – ease of oversight
	 NVHA patient travel & government travel – internalize existing expenditures
	 Cultural tourism offerings – cross promotional opportunities for visitors
	 Nisga’a Hall event packages – cross promotional opportunities for weddings
	 Job skills training – entry level work allows for Nisga’a members to be trained at Worldhost, complete an internship and be hired
	 Existing staff expertise – Charlotte Vannier was the former Finance Manager for the Crest Hotel (owned by Steve Smith) while Jocelyn DeSagun’s part-time job is working for Jack Payne doing the financial statements for the Pacific Inn.
	The hotel has a number of competitive advantages in the local marketplace:
	 Has secured underground parking
	 Has a leased restaurant on site
	 Has existing contract partnerships with tourism agencies
	 Has existing contract partnerships with corporate clients
	 Size is relatively large (77 rooms) compared to competition
	FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
	The asking price is $5,000,000 firm. The Owners are willing to finance a portion of the purchase price as a vendor takeback mortgage, subject to receiving a sizable down payment.
	Utilizing the same valuation formula that determined the purchase prices of Azalea Gardens, the Port Ed General Store, and Bob’s on the Rocks:
	Obviously, there is a substantial discrepancy between the asking price and this valuation metric as net book value of assets is substantially different than the replacement cost. Based on the substantial upgrades completed to the Pacific Inn resulting...
	Coincidentally, the appraisal report for the Aleeda Motel analyzed 7 previous hotel sales in Northwest B.C., with the range of per room costs of $61,103 - $74,250, and a median of $66,000 per room. Utilizing this equation provides a dramatically diffe...
	Based on this formula, it is highly likely that given the superior condition of the Pacific Inn compared to its competitors, a commercial appraisal will likely exceed $5 million.
	With a $1 million down payment (20%) and interest rates between 3-5%, the monthly mortgage payment is anywhere between $19,000 to $23,000 per month, approximately $228,000 to $276,000 per year.
	RECOMMENDATION
	THAT the Gitmaxmak’ay Nisga’a Society board of directors give direction to the CEO on if/how they would like to proceed with further negotiations with the Owners of the Pacific Inn.
	From: Blair Mirau, CEO
	BACKGROUND
	According to the Society’s General Administration & Personnel Policy (2016), Section 4.9 Subsection 5, “CEO performance reviews will be conducted by the Board of Directors once per year”. Furthermore, according to the Society’s Board Governance Policy...
	In respect to the timing, the Governance Policy states that “the Board shall conduct an annual performance evaluation of the CEO on or near the anniversary date of the employee”. The CEO’s original hire date with the Society was January 28th, 2013 as ...
	ANALYSIS
	Given the current COVID19 restrictions around in-person gatherings, the performance review process has been adapted to suit a virtual board meeting on Zoom. By utilizing the poll function, directors can submit anonymous feedback through a brief survey...
	Alternatively, directors may wish to defer the annual performance review process to coincide with the anniversary date of the promotion to CEO, being May 10th. Deferring would have the added benefit of providing more time to Ron Nyce as the newest ele...
	RECOMMENDATION
	THAT the Gitmaxmak’ay Nisga’a Society board of directors complete the annual CEO and board performance evaluation by Zoom poll;
	OR
	THAT the Gitmaxmak’ay Nisga’a Society board of directors defer the annual CEO and board performance evaluation until the May 2020 board meeting.

